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Room 

 

 

Why didn't they let me change the room 

and make me feel better, 

now that even the critics are allowed to change their views 

and earn more space in the magazines? 

 

They all went for large and bright rooms 

with evidently functional furniture, 

and I didn't even complain about the only one new, but hard armchair, 

no trace of the second one, though there should've been a pair, 

just like literature is inseparable from the science about it. 

 

Why was I not standard guest when choosing the bed, 

and was so resolute in my desire to experiment? 

 

Literature needs fresh love masks for modeling: 

a water-bed, an exotic partner with different skin color, faith, 

an unexpected adventure... 

 

But not much depended on, I thought, what view the window had, 

everything depended on where and who she'd look at 

and who she'd recognize. 

"Each room has a mirror", so I hope mine would have one too, 

for it shouldn't, by any means, be an exception to the rule. 

 

Why does my head look like a syntagmatic axis 

though it is laid softly on the pillow, 

and becomes a hypertext when it sinks in deep sleep? 

 

Shouldn't they have let me change my room? 

 

 

 



 

I Wanted To Write 

 

 

I wanted to write you a poem - 

to strip you of all the metaphors, metonyms and epithets, 

so that you be the naked truth, 

official and recognized by the authorities 

as a conclusive proof in self-defence 

 

I wanted to write you a message 

to describe you descending towards me 

with a collected look, 

without looking round 

in case you’re being followed by anyone 

untamable or indecent 

 

I wanted to write you an e-mail, 

to arise in your virtual tenderness, 

and spend the ’ntire night lonesome in front of a running monitor -  

so that my eyes don’t burn out in the dark -  

before they get to see you in person 

after a longer while 

 

I wanted to write you a letter, 

to reward you with mercy 

so that you have it in reserve or in surplus 

whenever you forget to smile 

when greeting 

 

I wanted to write but I’ve changed the plan. 

So I further continue to want.  
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